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**Butterflies And Moths Of Hong Kong: Portraits With Flowers** is available now from Paul Lau/Spoonbill Books and major English book stores.

It presents about 150 intimate portraits of live butterflies and moths fluttering from flower to flower in the wild or gardens. The images are a collection from over a decades’ love of butterflies and butterfly gardening since 1995 when Paul started working on Hong Kong’s first butterfly field guide. He reared some of the butterflies featured in the book and kept them all happy visitors in his nectar rich garden.

It is a visual introduction to the beauty and diversity of butterflies, moths and flowers of Hong Kong. Common names and scientific names of the butterflies, moths and flowers are provided in the book next to each photograph for further information search and reference.

**Butterflies And Moths Of Hong Kong** is an excellent photographic album produced by exceptionally high resolution and quality printing with FM screening and two spot color. Press check was conducted by Paul himself at the printing factory to ensure the best reproduction of color and tone for the photographs in the book. Its production meets the best available environmentally friendly standards.
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**Book Detail**

Author: Kwok-leung Paul Lau  
Language: English  
Size: approximate 15 cm by 18 cm; Weight: 350 grams; Pages: 160 pages; Binding: Case bound;  
Paper: 135 gsm 100% totally chlorine free, glossy coated art paper;  
Printing: with two soy ink and two spot colour ink, FM screening and a protective gloss varnish coating; environmentally friendly thermal laminaton on cover; and processed with nontoxic alcohol substitute;  
Price: HK$250.00
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**About Kwok-leung Paul Lau**

Kwok-leung Paul Lau has been a professional photographer since 1983. He has travelled extensively throughout China photographing ethnic minorities, folk culture, landscapes, wildlife and nature.

His photo books include China's Smiling Faces: Children Across The Land, Butterflies of Hong Kong and Dong People of China - A Hidden Civilisation.

Paul published HK’s first butterfly field guide. He trained Hong Kong SAR’s country park officers and rangers on butterfly watching and nature photography. Lau was commissioned by the SAR Government to photograph the internationally important Deep Bay Ramsar Wetlands. He also contributed to the “Deep Bay Ramsar Wetlands” as the special theme for the 2000 annual report of the Hong Kong Monetary Authority.

His work appears in international books and periodicals such as China - The Long March, Over China, The Forgotten Tribes of China, China Unknown, China the Beautiful Cook Book, GEO Magazine, World & I Magazine and Airone Magazine.

Paul has shown his work in solo exhibitions in Tuen Mun Town Hall, Shatin Town Hall, Tsuen Wan Town Hall, Hong Kong Exhibition Centre, Alliance Francaise de Hong Kong, Goethe-institut Hong Kong, Hong Kong Cultural Centre, Fringe Club, Queensway Government Offices and Hong Kong International School.

He has established his own gallery and butterfly garden on Lamma Island.